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Ecstasy brain damage link
96% relevance 19/12/2000
Evidence is mounting that regular use of the drug Ecstasy may cause long-term brain
changes.

similar stories

Ecstasy link to brain damage
96% relevance 30/10/1998
Doctors have found evidence linking use of the recreational drug Ecstasy with brain
damage. About two million UK youngsters use the drug.

similar stories

Ecstasy linked to brain damage
96% relevance 10/11/1997
New evidence suggests that use of the drug ecstasy can cause long-term changes in the
brain chemicals that control a person's mood.

similar stories

Warning over 'rogue' ecstasy
95% relevance 09/08/2000
Police fear a drug linked to four deaths in Europe and America could arrive in Scotland.

similar stories

Ecstasy causes brain damage
95% relevance 14/06/1999
The drug Ecstasy can cause long lasting brain damage in small amounts, scientists have
found.

similar stories

Father warns of "lethal" ecstasy
95% relevance 06/11/2000
A man warns about the "lethal" dangers of ecstasy following the death of his teenage
daughter.

similar stories

Ecstasy toddler scalded in bath
95% relevance 07/07/2000
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A toddler who became Britain's youngest ecstasy victim is scalded in a bath time
accident, it is revealed.

similar stories

Recreational drug danger highlighted
95% relevance 17/05/2000
Studies into the impact of using cocaine and ecstasy highlight the risks of recreational
drug use.

similar stories

Ecstasy 'damages memory'
95% relevance 15/05/2000
Ecstasy, the illegal drug popular among young nightclubbers appears to damage the
memory, researchers have found.

similar stories

Clubbers warned of 'liquid ecstasy'
95% relevance 12/05/2000
New warnings are issued about the date-rape drug GHB - known as liquid ecstasy - after
clubs report a massive increase in its use.

similar stories

'Ecstasy seizure blow to dealers'
95% relevance 15/04/2000
The police in Northern Ireland have described the discovery of ecstasy tablets with a
street value of more than £1m as "very significant".

similar stories

Appeal after baby swallows ecstasy
95% relevance 04/04/2000
A campaign group appeals for vigilance after a baby boy becomes Scotland's youngest
victim of the drug ecstasy.

similar stories

Baby ill after swallowing 'ecstasy'
95% relevance 04/04/2000
A one-year-old boy is seriously ill in hospital after swallowing what is believed to be an
ecstasy tablet left in his mother's bag.

similar stories

Ecstasy victim's friend fined
95% relevance 14/02/2000
A friend of an ecstasy victim is fined £300 after admitting supplying the drug at a
nightclub in Perthshire.

similar stories
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Man charged over £3m ecstasy haul
95% relevance 28/01/2000
A 27-year-old lorry driver appears in court charged in connection with the discovery of
largest ever haul of ecstasy tablets in Northern Ireland.

similar stories

Ecstasy dealers issued warning
95% relevance 16/01/2000
A judge warns the courts will deal sternly with young people who peddle ecstasy in the
pubs and clubs of north Wales.

similar stories

Three in court after ecstasy haul
95% relevance 11/01/2000
Three men from Northern Ireland appear in court after the seizure of ecstasy worth about
£1m in Stranraer.

similar stories

Mother's fears for ecstasy girl, six
95% relevance 14/12/1999
A mother says she feared for the life of her six-year-old daughter, who spent three days
in hospital after swallowing a tablet of the drug ecstasy.

similar stories

Ecstasy 'could cause birth defects'
95% relevance 22/10/1999
Women who take ecstasy while pregnant may be increasing the risk that their babies
develop birth defects, says research.

similar stories

Children find 1,000 Ecstasy tablets
95% relevance 08/08/1998
Police are hunting drug dealers who hid a large cache of Ecstasy tablets in an area where
young children play.

similar stories

Ecstasy user dies in hospital
95% relevance 07/06/1998
A man who collapsed in a nightclub after taking ecstasy has died in hospital with his
parents at his bedside.

similar stories

Ecstasy user dies in hospital
95% relevance 07/06/1998
A man who collapsed in a nightclub after taking ecstasy has died in hospital with his
parents at his bedside.
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similar stories

Record ecstasy seizure at Chunnel
95% relevance 15/04/1998
French police have seized a record amount of ecstasy tablets and 10kg (22lbs) of cocaine
in a raid at the Calais end of the Channel Tunnel. The drugs were bound for Britain.

similar stories

Police issue rogue ecstasy warning
95% relevance 09/03/1998
Police issue a warning about a batch of possibly lethal ecstasy pills following the death
of a 19-year-old man.

similar stories

Ecstasy singer's paparazzi fine
95% relevance 04/02/1998
Pop star Brian Harvey, who once admitted taking 12 Ecstasy tablets in one night, has
been fined £1,000 after being convicted of kicking a press photographer outside a
London nightclub.

similar stories
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